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Abstract. How to trigger magnetic reconnection is one
of the most interesting and important problems in space
plasma physics. Recently, electron temperature anisotropy
(αeo=Te⊥/Te||) at the center of a current sheet and non-local
effect of the lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI) that devel-
ops at the current sheet edges have attracted attention in this
context. In addition to these effects, here we also study the
effects of ion temperature anisotropy (αio=Ti⊥/Ti||). Elec-
tron anisotropy effects are known to be helpless in a current
sheet whose thickness is of ion-scale. In this range of current
sheet thickness, the LHDI effects are shown to weaken sub-
stantially with a small increase in thickness and the obtained
saturation level is too low for a large-scale reconnection to
be achieved. Then we investigate whether introduction of
electron and ion temperature anisotropies in the initial stage
would couple with the LHDI effects to revive quick trigger-
ing of large-scale reconnection in a super-ion-scale current
sheet. The results are as follows. (1) The initial electron tem-
perature anisotropy is consumed very quickly when a number
of minuscule magnetic islands (each lateral length is 1.5∼3
times the ion inertial length) form. These minuscule islands
do not coalesce into a large-scale island to enable large-scale
reconnection. (2) The subsequent LHDI effects disturb the
current sheet filled with the small islands. This makes the
triggering time scale to be accelerated substantially but does
not enhance the saturation level of reconnected flux. (3)
When the ion temperature anisotropy is added, it survives
through the small island formation stage and makes even
quicker triggering to happen when the LHDI effects set-in.
Furthermore the saturation level is seen to be elevated by a
factor of ∼2 and large-scale reconnection is achieved only
in this case. Comparison with two-dimensional simulations
that exclude the LHDI effects confirms that the saturation
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level enhancement is due to the ion anisotropy effects, while
the LHDI effects shorten the overall time scale significantly.
The results imply that the ion temperature anisotropy is one
of the key properties that enable large-scale magnetic recon-
nection to develop in a super-ion-scale current sheet.

Keywords. Space plasma physics (Magnetic reconnection;
Numerical simulation studies; Waves and instabilities)

1 Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is one of the most import processes in
space plasma physics. Magnetic reconnection converts mag-
netic energy to plasma kinetic and thermal energy. Its fast
energy conversion rate is responsible for various explosive
phenomena in the Plasma Universe (Alfvén, 1986). Mag-
netic reconnection is well known to be a multi-scale pro-
cess. While it has macroscopic effects as a whole, its en-
gine part is miniscule in size (electron scale) and the physics
inside the engine is dominated by dynamics of electrons as
collisionless charged particles under the influence of self-
consistently determined electric and magnetic fields (elec-
tron kinetic physics). Despite numerous efforts in the past,
this multi-scale nature, from electron scale to MHD-scale,
has been, and still is the hurdle that prevents us from fully
understanding the process.

Nagai et al. (1998, 2003) showed that the quadrupolar
magnetic field structure, so-called Hall-magnetic field, was
detected during reconnection events in the near-Earth mag-
netotail by the GEOTAIL observations. The Hall structure
is the evidence that the ions near the X-line are decoupled
from the electron motion, that is, ion-scale physics is indeed
involved in the MHD-scale process of the magnetotail that
has global consequences. Recently, multi spacecraft obser-
vations by Cluster confirmed and refined the works of Na-
gai et al. (1998). One of the clearest advantages of Cluster
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observations is that the current sheet thickness during sub-
storm events can be estimated. Nakamura et al. (2006)
showed that the current sheet full thickness had a scale of
the ion inertial length. Runov et al. (2008) showed that the
current sheet thickness dynamically changes and estimated
the current sheet thickness to be two ion inertial lengths.

The hurdle set by the multi-scale nature seems to appear
highest when one considers the triggering of magnetic recon-
nection. The current sheet before an onset of reconnection is
macroscopic, that is, its thickness is larger than the ion scale.
Triggering of reconnection is to set up the minuscule engine
operated by electron kinetic physics inside this macroscopic
current sheet, that is, cross-scale coupling sits right at the
heart of the process. The present paper will report the results
from one of the dedicated studies.

In dealing with the magnetic reconnection triggering, three
are three major viewpoints to evaluate the effectiveness of
the process. (1) How quick is the triggering? (2) Does it
lead to large enough reconnected flux such that reconnec-
tion fully across the current sheet (large-scale reconnection)
is achieved? (3) Up to what thickness can it stay to be quick
and large-scale? In this paper, various processes introduced
below are studied and effectiveness of each is evaluated from
the above points of view.

In the first place, it is worth reviewing a brief history of
the tearing instability (TI) analyses and related simulation
results. Coppi et al. (1966) proposed that TI has the poten-
tial of initiating magnetic reconnection. This instability pro-
duces the magnetic component across the current sheet and
causes magnetic island formation. Recent 2-D studies, how-
ever, showed that effects of the instability diminish when the
current sheet thickness is made larger than the electron in-
ertial scale (Tanaka et al., 2004; Ricci et al., 2004). This
means that extremely thin (electron scale) current sheet is
required for TI in its original form to be an effective trigger-
ing agent. This seems to imply that TI is rather helpless in
triggering magnetic reconnection in the magnetotail current
sheet, where the current sheet thickness is at least of ion-
scale (Sergeev et al., 1990; Nakamura et al., 2006; Runov
et al., 2008). In addition, presence of the magnetic nor-
mal componentBn (Pritchett, 1994), and/or the guide field
BG (Karimabadi et al., 2005a, b; Daughton and Karimabadi,
2005) is known to stabilize tearing mode in 2-D situation.

Meanwhile, a very quick formation of magnetic island in
an ion-scale current sheet has been shown by recent three-
dimensional (3-D) full particle simulations (Horiuchi and
Sato, 1999a; Lapenta and Brackbill, 2000, 2002; Scholer
et al., 2003; Shinohara and Fujimoto, 2005). In contrast
to the 2-D situation, in a 3-D system the lower-hybrid drift
instability (LHDI) is allowed to develop at the outer edges
of the current sheet (Davidson et al., 1977). The LHDI re-
duces the current density locally at the outer edges (Huba et
al., 1980), which induces non-local redistribution of current
density within the current sheet (Daughton, 2003). When
the current sheet half-thickness wasD∼0.5λi (D: half-

thickness of the current sheet,λi : ion inertial length), it was
shown that the induced current density enhancement at the
neutral sheet was strong enough to lead to vigorous growth of
TI in the newly formed embedded current sheet. This chain
of non-local coupling between the LHDI effects and the TI
excitation is termed Quick Magnetic Reconnection Trigger-
ing (QMRT) (Shinohara and Fujimoto, 2005). The time scale
of QMRT is comparable to the LHDI time scale. In other
words, QMRT time scale is comparable to that of the fastest
growing mode in the system. This type of QMRT was called
Type-I in Tanaka et al. (2006).

Recent 2-D full particle simulations of the LHDI by
Daughton et al. (2004) have suggested another possible type
of QMRT in a thicker current sheet. It is known that the
electron anisotropyαe=Te⊥/Te//>1 enhances the TI growth
rate significantly (e.g. Ricci et al., 2004; Karimabadi et al.,
2004). Daughton et al. (2004) showed that, in a current
sheet thicker than those studied by Shinohara and Fujimoto
(2005), the current density redistribution induced by LHDI
did not produce enhanced current layer at the neutral sheet
but instead produced the electron anisotropy ofαe>1. It
was suggested that this anisotropy would greatly boost up
TI growth rate and that QMRT of different type (Type-II)
would show up. Tanaka et al. (2006) inspected if Type-II
QMRT truly exists. Using the same initial settings of Shi-
nohara and Fujimoto (2005) but with a thicker current sheet,
Tanaka et al. (2006) found that the transition from Type-I
to Type-II indeed occurs betweenD/λi=0.875 and 1.When
D/λi=1, while the current density did not enhance at the cen-
ter, the magnetic walls approaching inward from the edges
to the center heated the electrons anisotropically (in a man-
ner described by Daughton, 2004) to produce the tempera-
ture anisotropyαe∼1.2. Insignificant as it seems, this small
anisotropy actually enhanced the TI growth rate by more than
an order of magnitude.

The powerfulness of the electron anisotropy effects made
us revisit the study by Tanaka et al. (2004), in which a sys-
tematic survey of the TI saturation level dependence onD

had been made. It had been shown by 2-D simulations that
there was a critical thicknessDcr , above which no signifi-
cant reconnection occured. Haijima et al. (2008) investigated
if the barrier set by the critical thickness could be overcome
by the electron anisotropy effects. It was shown that the ini-
tial electron temperature anisotropyαeo did not elevate the
TI saturation level in a current sheet thicker than the criti-
cal thicknessDcr . αeo boosted up the reconnection rate only
in the very early phase resulting in the formation of minus-
cule magnetic islands.αeo was consumed during this island
formation phase, however, and did not assist to boost up the
amount of reconnected flux later.

In addition to studying the electron anisotropy effects,
Haijima et al. (2008) gave an interesting discussion on of the
ion temperature anisotropyαio. The preliminary 2-D results
with αio=2 shown in the paper suggested that, while the gain
in the linear growth rate was not impressive, the suppression
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on the non-linear saturation level set by the critical thickness
would be overcome by the ion anisotropy effects. Haijima
et al. (2008) proposed a possible scenario of reconnection
triggering in an initially thick current sheet: (1) Suppose that
the magnetic field is anti-parallel across the current sheet and
the current sheet is subject to thinning over a large lateral ex-
tent due to an external force. (2) At the same time as the
current sheet thickness reduction, there would arise both ion
and electron temperature anisotropies (αi>1 andαe>1) in-
side the current sheet. (2)′ At the center of the current sheet,
where the magnetic field is absent, the anisotropic electrons
excite the Weibel instability (Weibel, 1959; Gary, 1993).
That instability is insensitive to the initial current sheet thick-
ness. (3) At some stage, unless the thinning is very fast, TI
coupled to the Weibel instability start to grow even when the
thinning current sheet thickness is still super-criticalD>Dcr .
(4) The ion anisotropy would help TI to have a large satura-
tion level despite the fact thatD>Dcr and leads to macro-
scopic consequences.

In addition to the kinetic approaches mentioned above,
previous theoretical analyses in the magneto-hydro dynam-
ics (MHD) framework have demonstrated (Gamayunov et al.,
1999) the impact of the ion pressure anisotropy on the growth
rate of TI. For a typical corona situation, they concluded that
admixture of hot anisotropic ions (the perpendicular temper-
ature being larger than that of the parallel) with cold compo-
nents makes TI much faster.

Here stimulated by the scenario of Haijima et al. (2008),
we will make a systematic study. Various runs are performed
to see how the reconnection triggering agents that have at-
tracted recent attentions (QMRT,αe, andαi ,) can collaborate
with each other to gain a high saturation level quickly.

2 Simulation setup and diagnostics

Simulations are performed by the three-dimensional (3-D)
particle-in-cell code (Shinohara and Fujimoto, 2005). The
initial setting is the same as the previous studies (Tanaka
et al., 2006) except that the electron temperature anisotropy
is introduced. The magnetic field is given by the Harris-
sheet (Harris, 1962),Bx(z)=Box tanh (z/D), whereBox is
the asymptotic Harris field, andD is the current sheet half
thickness, respectively.

The plasma number density of the current sheet is
given asn(z)=nCS /cosh2 (z/D), wherenCS is the plasma
number density at the center of the current sheet,z=0.
The initial ion temperature inside the current sheet is set
by Ti,yy,CS=Ti,zz,CS=Ti,CS , and Ti,xx,CS=Ti,CS /αio, where
Ti,xx,CS , Ti,yy,CS , and Ti,zz,CS are the diagonal compo-
nents of the ion temperature tensor, respectively.αio

denotes the initial perp-to-para temperature anisotropy of
the initial current sheet ions. Likewise, for electrons,
Te,yy,CS=Te,zz,CS=Te,CS , andTe,xx,CS=Te,CS /αeo, whereαeo

is the initial anisotropy. The ion-to-electron temperature ratio

is set to beTi,CS /Te,CS=8. This setting is intended to model
the near-Earth tail situation. In this paper, anisotropy is given
by reducing the x-directional thermal velocityvth,x for all of
the CS particles. While we reduceTj,xx,CS , we do not in-
creaseTj,zz,CS becauseTj,xx,CS reduction does nothing to
the one-dimensional (z-directional) Harris equilibrium.

In addition to the current sheet component, the background
plasma is added and given asn(z)=nlobe{1–1/cosh2(z/D)},
where nlobe is the lobe plasma density at|z|=∞. nlobe
is set to benlobe=0.1nCS . The background plasma tem-
perature is isotropic, uniformly distributed, and given as
Ti,BG=Te,BG=Te,CS=0.125Ti,CS .

Hereinafter, magnetic field and density will be normal-
ized byBox , andnCS , respectively. The temporal, spatial,
and velocity scales are normalized by the ion inertial length,
λi=c/ωpi , the inverse of the ion gyro frequency,�−1

i , and
the ion Alfvén velocity,VAi=B0x /(4πMinCS)0.5, wherec,
ωpi , Mi are the speed of light, the ion plasma frequency, and
the ion mass, respectively. The ion-to-electron mass ratio
M is set to beM=Mi /Me=400. The electron plasma/gyro
frequency ratioτ is set to beτ=ωpe/�e=1. The electron
thermal speedve is set to beve=0.33c. These choices reflect
compromises due to limited computational resources avail-
able today.

While Bn and/orBG may exist in the real situation, the
present work excludes them in order to understand the re-
connection triggering in the simplest situation.

The dimensions of the simulation box are [0,Lx ]×[0,
Ly ]×[−Lz/2, Lz/2] with Lx=12D (the wavelength of the
fastest growing mode (Brittnacher et al., 1995)),Ly=1.0 and
Lz=8D in the normalized unit. The choice ofLy=1.0 ex-
cludes any longer-wave drift modes, such as the drift-kink
instability (DKI), or the drift-sausage instability (DSI) (e.g.
Ozaki et al., 1996; Lapenta and Brackbill, 1997; Horiuchi
and Sato, 1999b), from this study. Periodic boundary condi-
tions are imposed in both the x- and y-direction, while con-
ducting walls are set at the z boundary. The spatial grid
of 1x=1y=1z=0.9λDe (λDe: the electron Debye length)
and the time step of1t=0.15625�−1

e are adopted, respec-
tively. The number of the grids in one ion inertial length is
λi=641x. The total number of the particle is∼2.0×109 for
theD=1.125 case.

The fastest growing mode of the LHDI satisfies
kLHD ·B≈0 at the edge of the sheet, wherekLHD andB are
the LHDI wave vector and the local magnetic field, respec-
tively. While we do not make a non-local linear analysis
to determine precisely the direction of the fastest growing
LHDI wave vector,kLHD ·B=0 is a reasonable guess (David-
son et al., 1977; Hsia et al., 1979). Without a guide field, the
LHDI excited at both the edges of the current sheet has the
wave vector in the y-z plane. On the other hand, TI grows in
the x-z plane.

This paragraph introduces some useful notations and di-
agnostics which will frequently appear in the following
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Figure 1Fig. 1. Comparison between theD=1 and the D=1.125 cases with
αio=αeo=1. Red (black) lines in panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) rep-
resent theD=1 (1.125) case.(a) The temporal developments of
the LHDI activity ELHD . (b) The temporal development of recon-
nected magnetic flux9. (c) The temporal variation of the electron
temperature anisotropy at the X-line<αe>y,XL. (d) The temporal
variation of the ion temperature anisotropy at the X-line<αi>y,XL.
In both cases, explosive reconnection (starts att=27 and 60, respec-
tively) is involved and grows in a similar manner. The problem,
however, is that saturation level of9 turns out to be rather low al-
ready atD=1.

sections. We will observe the LHDI saturation atz=±D (lo-
cal effect). In order to see the LHDI activity, we inspect the
intensity of the y-directional electric field at the edge of the
current sheetELHD=max ( |Ey(z=±D)|). In order to mea-
sure reconnection rate and intensity, we use the reconnected
magnetic flux9=0.5∫ |Bz|dxdy on thez=0 plane. We often
average the quantities in the y-direction at the X-line. Here
<. . .>y,XL denotes such spatial averaging. The temperature
anisotropyαs is introduced asαs=0.5 (Ts,yy+Ts,zz)/Ts,xx ,
wheres stands for i (ions) or e (electrons). For instance,
αe=αe0 at t=0. In order to measure the temporal develop-
ment of temperature anisotropy, we use<αs>y,XL. In order
to see the z-directional spatial structure of the electron cur-
rent density, we use the current density deviation from the
initial valueδ<jey>y,xXL, wherexXL is the value of x at the
X-line, andδ denotes the deviation from the initial.

3 Simulation results

3.1 Comparison betweenD=1 and 1.125 cases with
αio=1 andαeo=1

Figure 1 compares the results from theD=1 and theD=1.125
cases, both withαio=1 and αeo=1. Red (black) lines in
Fig. 1a, 1, c, and d represent theD=1 (1.125) case. In Fig. 1a,
the temporal development ofELHD is plotted. Figure 1b
shows temporal development of the reconnected flux9. Fig-
ure 1c and d shows the temporal variation of the electron and
ion temperature anisotropy<αe>y,XL, and<αi>y,XL, re-
spectively.

The D=1 case has been reported in detail by Tanaka et
al. (2005) and only the essence is repeated here.ELHD
achieves the saturation att=TLHD=11.2. This LHDI activ-
ity at the edges compresses the current sheet center to pro-
duce anisotropic electrons there (Fig. 1c). The current sheet
structure along the z-axis is modified to a bifurcated profile
filled with anisotropic electrons. The initial slow reconnec-
tion activity starting att=TRX=15.8 is due to the excitation
of TI boosted by the anisotropy (Karimabadi et al., 2004).
While the reconnection activity starts att=TRX, explosive
growth begins subsequently att=Texp=27 seen in Fig. 1b. At
this time bifurcated current density peaks merge into a single
maximum atz=0.

The weakened LHDI activity and thus less modification
of the current sheet structure in theD=1.125 case results in
weaker electron anisotropyαe (peak value of 1.1 compared
to 1.2 of theD=1 case). This weakened anisotropy makes the
triggering and the development of initial reconnection phase
to be much slower (TRX=32 andTexp=60 compared to 15.8
and 27, respectively, of theD=1 case.). The implication is
that the small increase in the current sheet thickness (merely
by ∼10%) can substantially (by a factor of∼2) delay the
onset of Type-II QMRT.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between theαeo=1 and theαeo=2 cases withD=1.125 andαio=1. The red (black) lines show the results ofαeo=1
(2) case, respectively. The temporal developments of(a) ELHD , (b) 9, (c) <ae>y,XL, and(e) <αi>y,XL are shown.(d) δ<jey>y,xXL

alongz at the onsets of explosive reconnection.(f) 2-D XZ contour of plasma number density (color) and the field lines (black curve) at the
saturation time oft=63 from theαeo=2 case. It is found that field line reconnection fully across the current sheet is failed to occur even with
the aid of theαeo effects. The electron anisotropy effects do not save the QMRT from the crisis of being not able to trigger a large-scale
reconnection.

Comparison between Fig. 1a and c shows that when the ex-
plosive reconnection starts, the electron anisotropy suddenly
falls down to below unity. On the other hand, Fig. 1d shows
that the ion anisotropy lifts off and saturates att=40 and 80
for D=1 and 1.125 cases, respectively, at the same saturation
level ofαi∼1.2.

The difference betweenαi andαe in those temporal devel-
opments can be understood by their inflow and outflow pat-
terns. Until the explosive reconnection phase, the electron
temperature anisotropy increases in reaction with the non-
linear effect of the LHDI. During this phase, the ions are
isotropic because their inflows to the current sheet are in-
significant. Once the explosive reconnection takes place, the
ions flow into the X-line from above and below to thez=0
plane in association with the current sheet crash. At the same

time, the electron streaming towards the X-line but along the
field lines occurs.

In Fig. 1b, while the time that takes for the explosive re-
connection to happen is different, the growth curves of9 are
the same after the onset of explosive phase. The saturation
level is also the same and turns out to be rather low. Indeed
at saturation the plasma density is modest at the X-line (not
shown) indicating that the lobe magnetic field lines do not
undergo reconnection in these settings. The interval of the
explosive phase is so short that it terminates before field line
reconnection fully across the current sheet occurs. In other
words, one may say that large-scale reconnection is achieved
in neither of the isotropic cases withD≥1. In this context,
QMRT with isotropic plasma has the trouble already atD=1.
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Figure 3Fig. 3. 3-D snapshots from theαio=1, αeo=2, andD=1.125 case.(a) t=2.188,(b) 17.7,(c) 37.1, and(d) 49.6. Color contours on the XY,
YZ, and XZ planes are forBz, Ey , andjey , respectively. The displayed domain is 0<x<12D, 0<y<1, and 0<z<4D. In order to see the
y-directional structure easily, elongation by a factor of 4 in the y-direction is applied. See text for details.

3.2 Comparison betweenαeo=1 and 2 cases atD=1.125
(αio=1)

Since the weaker activity in theD=1.125 case shown above
is due to smaller electron anisotropy induced by the weaker
LHDI activity, investigation of the effects of the anisotropy
given in the initial condition should be interesting. Fig-
ure 2 compares the results betweenαeo=1 and 2 cases with
D=1.125 andαio=1. The red (black) lines show the results of
αeo=1 (2) case, respectively. As forELHD is concerned there
is little difference between the two cases. In contrast, Com-
parison of9 (Fig. 2b) shows quite different histories. During
t=0 ∼2, an abrupt jump is observed in the anisotropic case.
This reflects quick formation of magnetic islands of small
wavelength, which is in accordance with the linear theory
(Karimabadi et al., 2004). Note, however, that significant
reduction ofαe results from the x-directional electron heat-
ing in the island formation process in this very early phase
(Fig. 2c). That short time-scale drop ofαe agrees well with
the previous report by Ricci et al. (2004). That sharp drop of
αe in the early stage of theαeo=2 case is likely to be coupled
to the electron Weibel instability (Weibel, 1959; Gary, 1993;

Gary and Karimabadi, 2006), which was pointed out by Hai-
jima et al. (2008). Untilt=2, the observed fastest growing
mode on thez=0 plane hasλ=1.5∼3 (we term these to be
minuscule islands).

Then the reconnected flux decreases untilt∼25. During
this interval magnetic loops that form the minuscule islands
are re-opening without, unlike in a case where dynamic co-
alescence of magnetic islands leads to formation of a sin-
gle dominant X-line, activating some selected X-lines to pro-
duce more reconnected flux than re-opened (see also Fig. 3b).
Around t∼259 turns to increase with an enhancement of
αi (Fig. 2e). Anatomy of the reconnected flux reveals three
stages in the anisotropic case: (1) minuscule magnetic island
phase due to electron anisotropy (t<25), (2) slow reconnec-
tion phase (t=25∼50), and then, (3) explosive reconnection
phase (t=50∼60).

Figure 2d comparesδ<jey>y,xXL upon the start of the ex-
plosive phase. In this figure, the red (black) line is theαeo=1
(2) case att=67.2 (48.3). This figure shows that theαeo=2
case makes current sheet thickness down to an electron-scale
quicker than theαeo=1 case does.
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Figure 2f shows 2-D XZ contour of plasma number den-
sity at the saturation time oft=63 from theαeo=2 case. In
this figure, the black curves are the field lines. The modest
density at the X-line, not as low as in the lobe region, shows
that no lobe-reconnection is achieved in this case. That is,
field line reconnection fully across the current sheet is failed
to occur even with the aid of theαeo effects. The electron
anisotropy effects do not save the QMRT from the crisis of
being not able to trigger a large-scale reconnection.

Figure 3 shows three-dimensional snapshots of the results
from theαeo=2 case. Four Panels are att=2.188, 17.7, 37.1,
and 49.6, respectively. In these figures, color contours on the
XY, YZ, and XZ planes are forBz, Ey , andjey , respectively.
The displayed domain is 0<x<12D, 0<y<1, and 0<z<4D.
In order to see the y-directional structure easily, elongation
by a factor of 4 in the y-direction is applied. Att=2.188, mul-
tiple pairs of positive/negativeBz are found on the XY plane
(Fig. 3a). That is, the initial electron anisotropy produces
multiple minuscule magnetic islands. Att=17.7,Ey distur-
bances on the YZ plane due to LHDI are clearly seen.Bz on
the XY plane shows smaller amplitude and larger wavelength
feature than att=2.188, indicating that re-opening of small
closed magnetic loops have taken place. Figure 3c shows the
structure att=37.1, which is during the time of slow recon-
nection growth (Fig. 2b). While an enhancedjey is created
at the X-line (x=1.125), other two enhancedjey are also seen
at x=2.812, andx=12.94 on the XZ plane. At these two lo-
cations, local peaks ofBz are seen on the XY plane. This
jey /Bz structure is maintained betweent=25∼50 when the
ion anisotropy shows spiky enhancements (Fig. 2e) and when
the reconnected flux shows slower increase (Fig. 2b). Finally
at t=49.6 a strongjey concentration is seen to dominate at
the X-line (the XZ plane). This opens the time interval when
reconnection proceeds explosively (Fig. 2b).

3.3 Comparison betweenαio=1 and 2 atD=1.125 with
αeo=2

Now we add the ion anisotropy and study its effect. Fig-
ure 4 compares theαio=1 and 2 cases withD=1.125 and
αeo=2. In Fig. 4a,ELHD of the two cases show almost the
same temporal development until the end of the simulation.
Figure 4b compares9. Both cases with the electron tem-
perature anisotropy show a three-stage feature, which for the
αio=2 case is described as follows: (1) minuscule magnetic
island phase due to electron anisotropy (t<23), (2) slow re-
connection phase (t=23∼32), and (3) explosive reconnection
phase (t=32∼45). The slow reconnection phase is character-
ized by the fall-down ofαe to unity (Fig. 4c). For both cases
in Fig. 4c, the sharp drop ofαe is also seen in the early stage,
which was already seen in Fig. 2c. On the other hand, the
onset of the explosive phase is characterized by the elevation
of αi (Fig. 4d) for theαio=2 case (T =32) while it starts to be
reduced for the other case (T =50). In Fig. 4b, the explosive
reconnection saturates att=45 with9=1.4, which is doubled
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Fig. 4. Comparison between theαio=1 and theαio=2 cases with
D=1.125 andαeo=2. The red (black) lines show the results ofαio=1
(2) case, respectively. Temporal developments of(a) ELHD , (b) 9,
(c) <ae>y,XL, and(d) <αi>y,XL are shown.(e) 2-D XZ contour
of plasma number density (color) and the field lines (black curve)
at the saturation time oft=45 from theαio=2 case. Withαio=2,
the explosive reconnection saturates att=45 with 9=1.4, which is
doubled compared to theαi=1 case. At the same time, 2-D XZ
contour shows that field line reconnection fully across the current
sheet is attained with the help from the ion anisotropy effects.
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Fig. 5. Effects of the ion temperature anisotropy on the saturation
level. (a) The temporal developments of reconnected flux9 from
various runs.(b) and(c) 2-D XZ contours of plasma number density
(color) and the field lines (black curve) att=120 and 130, respec-
tively, from the 2-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1, 2, 1) case.(d) and
(e)2-D XZ contours of plasma number density (color) and the field
lines (black curve) att=2 and 130, respectively, from the 2-D (Lx ,
D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1, 2, 1) case. The runs showing high saturation
level of9, as high as to attain reconnection fully across the current
sheet, are all withαio=2.

compared to theαio=1 case. This difference in the recon-
nected flux produces qualitative difference in the magnetic
island configuration. Figure 4e shows 2-D XZ contour of
plasma number density at the saturation time oft=45. In this
figure, the black curves are the field lines. The density at the
X-line being as low as in the lobe region is the evidence that
lobe-reconnection is achieved in this case. That is, field line
reconnection fully across the current sheet is attained with
the help from the ion anisotropy effects.

4 Discussion

4.1 Summary

In the present study, we have carried out a series of three-
dimensional (3-D) particle-in-cell simulations to investigate
how the three agents that attracted recent attention collabo-
rate in triggering reconnection in a super-ion scale current
sheet.

At D=1 with αeo=1, quick restructuring of the current
layer structure takes place to form a bifurcated current layer
in reaction to the lower-hybrid drift instability (LHDI). Asso-
ciated with the current sheet modification, the electron tem-
perature anisotropy at the center of current sheet develops
up toαe=1.2, which enables the magnetic reconnection to be
easily triggered. In contrast, atD=1.125 withαeo=1, less en-
hancement of the electron anisotropy atz=0 results in much
slower QMRT. In either case the saturation level is so low
that magnetic reconnection fully across the current sheet is
not achieved. These results show the limitation of the Type-
II QMRT process in the super ion-scale thickness regime.

In order to examine if the initial electron temperature
anisotropy revives the QMRT atD=1.125, we artificially set
αeo to be 2. The results have shown that the initial highαeo

is relaxed quickly by the electron Weibel instability in the
early time during which the formation of multiple islands
with λ∼1.5 to 3 heats the electrons in the parallel direc-
tion. The results are fairly in good agreement with Haijima et
al. (2008). Since the electrons quickly become isotropic be-
fore QMRT sets-in, the initial electron anisotropy is not very
effective in assisting QMRT. While the time scale is short-
ened, the problem of low saturation level remains.

We then proceed to add the effect of ion temperature
anisotropy. αio is maintained during the small island for-
mation phase until the onset of the explosive reconnection.
In association with the explosive flux growth,αi increases.
The ion anisotropy effects double the saturation level of the
reconnected flux and a large-scale reconnection is achieved
only in this case.

4.2 2-D studies in the ion anisotropy effects

The results of the case when the ion temperature anisotropy
is added show that the saturation level can be elevated sig-
nificantly by this effect. Since it should be interesting to
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investigate more on the ion anisotropy effects, we have car-
ried out additional 2-D runs. Figure 5a shows the temporal
developments of reconnected flux from various runs.

The profile for the 2-D counterpart to the 3-D case with the
ion anisotropy, the 2-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(12D, 1.125, 2, 2)
case, is shown by the blue line. One can see that the satura-
tion level is as high as the 3-D case (shown by the green line)
indicating that the LHDI effects are not necessary to raise
the saturation level. On the other hand, the time scale for the
2-D case is longer than its 3-D counterpart showing that the
LHDI effects are effective in shortening the time scale.

The frequency ratioτ has been set to beτ=1 in this pa-
per, however,τ is typically 4 in the magnetotail, and is
much larger in the magnetopause. According to recent two-
dimensional LHDI study (Tanaka et al., 2006), it is predicted
that largerτ make the LHDI effects to be less significant.
This issue makes the position of the ion anisotropy effect
to be more important in considering magnetic reconnection
triggering.

The effects of the ion anisotropy are shown more clearly
by the profile from the 2-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1, 2, 1)
case depicted by the solid black line. The reconnected flux
is doubled (∼4 versus∼1.5) when the system size is dou-
bled. What we see in theLx=24D case is the saturation of
two magnetic island att=120 (Fig. 5b) and subsequent coa-
lescence of these two into one large island that saturates at
t=130 (Fig. 5c). The density at the X-lines att=120 shows
that lobe reconnection is already involved upon the satura-
tion of smaller two islands. The subsequent coalescence is
a dynamic one that reconnects more flux upon the merger of
the two.

This should be contrasted with the results from the 2-D
(Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1, 1, 2) case (red). Without the ion
anisotropy and the LHDI effects, the electron anisotropy ef-
fect alone in the ion-scale current sheet is so helpless as to
produce negligible reconnected flux. While many minuscule
islands are formed att=2 (Fig. 5d), subsequent interaction
among the islands are more or less only to diffuse the current
sheet structure (Fig. 5e:t=130) and does not lead to a dy-
namic formation of one large island containing reconnected
ex-lobe field lines.

4.3 What generatesαio?

One plausible mechanism to generate ion anisotropy is seen
in recent particle simulations of Lapenta and King (2007). In
their simulations, an initially uniform plasma sheet is pushed
at its boundary. The compression generates a shock front
which propagates into the current sheet center. The shock
eventually leads to formation of a bifurcated current layer.
During that period, the shock heats both the ion and electron
perpendicular to the magnetic field at the current sheet center.

Only when a substantial ion anisotropy (αio=2 in the
present case) is present in the current sheet, saturation level
of 9 is expected to be large enough to trigger lobe reconnec-

tion in an ion-scale current sheet. The anisotrpic ion heating
during current sheet thinning seems to be a key issue in con-
sidering the triggering problem and deserves further studies
in addition to Lapenta and King (2007).

4.4 Notes on future works

A nicely developed magnetic island has the horizon-
tal/vertical aspect ratio of∼2. Then when an island having
the wavelength of∼12D is nicely developed, since the ver-
tical half-thickness is∼3D, one would expect that the lobe
reconnection has taken place. When the system size is made
larger, this matured island will be subject to a dynamic co-
alescence process that increases the amount of reconnected
flux. This is what we see in the 2-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D,
1, 2, 1) case shown in Fig. 5. In contrast, what we see in
the 2-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1, 1, 2) case is that, if the
islands subject to coalescence is very weak, the coalescence
does not lead to increase the reconnected flux (This curious
behavior is confirmed to be true even when the number of
super-particles per cell is increased by an order of magni-
tude.). While the difference in these two final states seems
trivial because the contrast in the status of the islands prior to
coalescence is so drastic, it does introduce one to the ques-
tion: Where is the line demarcating the two final states?

Our conjecture is that, if lobe reconnection is not involved
upon the saturation of the island with the wavelength of
∼12D, subsequent coalescence is not dynamic and recon-
nected flux stops increasing. That is, it does not lead to trig-
gering of large-scale reconnection (reconnection fully across
the current sheet) however large the system size is made. In
other words, one can tell whether the successful goal can be
reached or not by inspecting the saturation level of the island
having the wavelength of∼12D. For instance, our prediction
for the 3-D (Lx , D, αio, αeo)=(24D, 1.125, 1, 2) case (when
the system sizeLx is doubled to include two of what is shown
in Fig. 2f) is that dynamic coalescence will not achieved and
large-scale reconnection will not be triggered (Note that lobe
reconnection is not seen in Fig. 2f whereLx is set to 12D.).
Indeed this is something that can be studied as soon as the
next new machine arrives at JSS/JAXA and is on the top of
our to-do list.

Previous studies (e.g. Pellat et al., 1991; Pritchett, 1994)
showed that a smallBn has substantial effects on the tearing
mode. Whether the ion-anisotropy issue emerging here ap-
plies in the presence of non-zeroBn is to be investigated in
the future.
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